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Abstract 
Let (S,) be a sequence of intervals. We give a definition of linearity and acceleration of convergence when the 
stationary index of the sequence is finite or infinite. For the Aitken-A2 process, the property of acceleration is 
described for two cases. 
Keywords: Sequence of intervals; Stationary index; Acceleration of the convergence; Linearity 
0. Introduction 
In this work, we consider an interval sequence (S,) that converges to an interval S and all 
real sequences (s,) such that V’n E N, s, E S,. 
Our motivation is that an acceleration process can accelerate the convergence of a number- 
machine [2] sequence if it accelerates the convergence of all associated real sequences, 
Section 1 gives the required definitions from interval arithmetic. To define convergence 
acceleration of interval sequences, we have to take the same precautions as for real sequences, 
i.e., s, # s”. The notions of stationary index, linearity and acceleration of convergence are 
introduced in Section 2. The Aitken-A2 process is defined as a transformation on interval 
sequences in Section 3. The ratio of acceleration becomes an interval that has to contain zero 
and must be included in ] - 1, + l[ in order to ensure acceleration. In Section 4 we study the 
case when the interval sequence converges to a degenerate interval S = s*. Then the stationary 
index becomes infinite and we describe for the Aitken-A2 process the property of acceleration, 
which generalizes the case of acceleration of the convergence for real sequences, see [l]. 
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1. Interval arithmetic 
Let R! be the set of the real numbers, R =] - ~0, +m[, and let E = [ -03, +m]. 
Notation. If a, b E B, we denote by 
l [a, b]: the segment (x E @: a 6 x < b]; 
l S(E): the set of all these segments; 
l S(R): the set of all finite segments. 
A segment [a, b] is proper if its length I = b - a is different from zero. The degenerate 
segment [a, a] is denoted by a. It is clear that 08 c S(R) c S(R). The empty set, denoted by @, is 
considered to be an element of S(R); 6 = [a, bl where b < a. 
We define an ordering on S@) as follows [5]: 
if A, B E S(R), then A 
This is not a total ordering. 
neither A G B nor B G A. 
1.1. Operations on S(R) 
<B iffVxEA,VyEB, x~y. 
If there exist a, b E E such that [a, b] GA n B with a <b, then 
Let * be one of the operations ( + , - , * , /) and let A, B E S(R). Suppose that A = [a,, b,l, 
B = [a*, b2]; then, see [4], 
C=A*B={xER,X=cY*pwithaEA,pEB}. 
If 0 E B, then by convention A/B = [- co, + m]. To determine explicitly C = A * B on S(R), we 
set f : R X R! -+ R, ((Y, p> -(Y * p, (a, /?) EDf= domain of f, and 
A*B=f(AxB), if AXBCD,, 
= [ min (f(‘iy bj))T i~~2(f(ai~ bj))]y 
i,j= 1,2 , > 
where (uj, bj)i,j=1,2 are the vertices of the rectangle A X B. 
In this paper we shall use the notation 
f(A XB) = u f(k) XB) = u f(A x I% 
asA b=B 
f acting either on real numbers or intervals. 
1.2. Distance on S(R) 
We define a distance on S(R) as follows: 
d(A,B)=max(Ia,-a,I,Ib,-b,I). 
This is the Hausdorff distance between the closed sets A and B [5]. It can be shown that (S(R), 
d) is a complete metric space. 
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1.3. Interval sequences 
We shall say that a sequence (A,) of intervals converges to A E S(R) if lim,,, d(A,, 
A) = 0. This condition is equivalent to 
lim a,, = a, and lim a2,, = a2, 
n+m n-*m 
where A,, = [a,,, azn] and A = [a,, az]. 
This is not to be confused with the segment theoretical limit of the sequence (A,) denoted 
by Slim(A,) and defined in [5] by 
Slim(A,) = fi 
i I 
7 A, , 
n=l p=n 
where 
q A,= n BE@!), 6 A&B 
p=n 1 p=n I 
is the intersection of all segments containing the union of a set of segments. If the limit of a 
sequence (A,) exists relative to the Hausdorff metric, then this limit will also be the segment 
theoretical limit, but possibly not conversely. 
2. Acceleration of convergence 
Let (S,) E S(R) be a sequence of intervals which converge to S E S(R), S = lim S n+m n, 
S, = [s:, $1 and S = [x1, s2], where 
st = min{ x E S,}, s1 = min{x E S), s,2 = max( x E S,} , s* = max{x ES}. 
Definition 2.1. The smallest integer N for which n > N * S, II S # @, is called the stationary 
index of (S,), see [2]. 
Remark 2.2. We denote in this work by N the stationary index of a sequence of intervals (S,). 
Property 2.3. Zf a sequence (S,) E S(R) converges to a proper interval S, then its stationary index 
N exists and it is ,finite. 
Remark 2.4. From this property it can be easily shown that if N = ~0, then S is degenerate (i.e., 
s2 - s1 = 0). 
Hypothesis 2.5. We impose in this work a hypothesis (H) for the interval sequences having a 
finite stationary index N: 
(H):Vnz<N, S,nS=@ andVnEl+J, SnnS,+,=@. 
We define f : R3 + R, (x, Y, Z) 
2 ZY}. 
C) (x - y)/(z - y). The domain of f is Of= ((x, y, Z> 6 R3: 
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Forn<NwehaveS,+,XSXS,CDfandSn+,XS,+, x S, cD~. We denote by En the set 
of ratios of errors and by 0, the set of the differences, i.e., 
E, =f(S,+r x S x S,) 






0, = -fCsn+* x Sn+l ’ sn) 
s 
n+2 MS,+’ , where (s,+2, s,+r, 
S 
Sn) E%+2X~n+lX~n 
n+l - Sn 
For i, j, k = 1, 2 we define 
and az,j,k) = Sk72 - “‘l . 
S!l+1 -S,k 
The following proposition gives explicit formulas for E, and 0,. 
Proposition 2.6. 
En = 0, = [ min {6$j~~)}, max {S$pj,k’}] . 
i,j,k=1,2 t,J,k=l,2 
Proof. For f(x, Y, z> = (x -y>/(z -y> we have 
V 1 ?f x-z af Y-Z -- 
ax-z-y’ 
-= 
aY (z-y)2’ az = (z-y)2’ 
Because of hypothesis (H), af/ax, af/ay and af/az are defined and do not vanish on 
S n+l xSXS, for 12 <N. Thus, 
inf 
(X,Y,Z)ES,+~XSXS, 





If(x7 Y 3 41 = i j?y”=‘: 2 {f( eyj~k’))Y 
where ~,(j,j,~): (s +~, sj, s~)~,~,~,~,~ are’the e’ight vertices of Sn+l x S x S,. 
The proof is completed for E,. In the same way we can give an explicit formula for 0,. q 
From the equality 
#i,j,k) = p$,j,k) 
1 -pt;i’;” 
n 1 _ pt,j9k) ’
we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.7. Suppose that 3M <N - 1 such that E, c [ - 1, l[ for M G n <N; then, 
D, C [ _ 1, I[, iff p~$ij)pCjJ,k) _ 2~$‘,~) + 1 > 0, for i, j, k = 1, 2, 
andM<n<N-l,where 
and p(njJ,k) = “ii1 - s’ . 
- s’ 
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Remark 2.8. 
p;$;“p(j,j,k) _ 2p(jJ.k) + 1 > 0 
n n 7 
(1) = v(s,+z, s,+l, s,> E Sri+++ x %+I x S,> A’&, -4 > 0, 
where A*s,=s,+~-~s,+~+s,. If l@O,, then 
(1) * =Q,+z, s,+l, s,J E Sri+++ X Sn+l X S,, A*& -4 > 0. 
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Definition 2.9. Let (S,) be an interval which converges to S and satisfies hypothesis (H). We say 
that a sequence (S,) converges linearly if 34 <N such that the segments E, and D,, are in 
[-1, +l[ for M~rz <N. 
&mark 2.10. From Proposition 2.7 we can show that if M < N - 1, Definition 2.9 is equivalent 
to: V’M < n < N, then E, c [ - 1, + l[, D,_ 1 c [ - 1, + 11, and VM < II < N - 1, p~$$~~‘~k’ - 
2p(j,j,k) + 1 > 0 for i, j, k = 1, 2. n 
2.1. A segment sequence transformation 
Note by p_, the generalized rectangle S, ii Sri+++ X . . * X S,,, of RPfl. Let T: Pn,p c lJ?ip+' 
+ R, (s,, s, + 1, . . . , s, +J ++ t, = T(s,, s, + 1, . . . , s, +J, T a differentiable function. 
The transformed sequence (T,) obtained from the interval sequence (S,) by the transforma- 
tion T is given by T, = T(P,J. 
Definition 2.11 (regularity). We say that T is regular if there exists an M < N such that 
M<n<N=T,,~S##. 
Definition 2.12 (acceleration). The transformation T accelerates the convergence of the interval 
sequence (S,) if there exists M < N such that 0 E R, and R, C] - 1, + l[ for M G II < N, where 
T(s,, sn+wr~n+~) --s 
s, - s 
, s,,+~E,S~+~, i=O ,..., p and SES 
3. The Aitken-A2 transformation 
Here T is given by T : R3 + R, (x, y, 2) H (xz -y*>/(t - 2y +x>, D,= rW3\{(x, y, z>: 
z-2y+x=O}. 
Let (S,) be an interval sequence such that S, X S,, 1 X Sn+* CD, for n < N; we set 
T, = T(S, x Sn+l X S,,,). 




t,, = T(S,, S,+l, S,+2) = 
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Remark 3.1. (a) S, X Snfl X Sn+2 CDT- 0 %Z Snf2 - 2S,+, -t S,. 
(b) Suppose that Sri+++ f~ S, = @; then S, X Sri+++ X Sn+2 CDT= 1 G 0,. 
(c) If n < N, it is clear that S,, 1 n S, = fl e 1 E E,. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that 1 e E, and 1 CZ D,, for rz <N; then, 
T, = min 
i,j,k= 1,2 




n * n, ‘i+l~ ‘nk+2)i,j,k=1,2 are the eight vertices of S, x S,, 1 x Sn+2. 
Proof. For T(n, y, t) = (xz -y2>/(z - 2y +x> we have 
__ (Y-42 aT aT 2(x-y)(z-y) aT x-y 
ax - (z-2y+X)2’ 
-= 
ay (z-2y+g2 ’ z= (z-2y+x)2’ 
Because of hypothesis (HI, aT/ax, aT/ay and aT/az do not vanish on S, x S,, 1 x Sn+2 for 
IZ < N. Thus, 
inf 
(X,Y,Z)ES,XS,+*XS,+: 





{T(x, Y, z)} = i j~~~2{T(@‘,k’)}- 
3, 9 
The proof is completed. q 
3.1. The ratio of acceleration 
Let us define for n <N the interval of ratio of acceleration by 
R,= r,= 
i 
T(s,‘sfl’l’s,,,)-s,wheres,,iES,,i,i=O 12andsES 9 , . 
s, - s 
By definition, 
&I= u 
T(M XSn+l X%+2) --s 
(S,,S)ES”XS 
s, - s 
For any s, E S, and any s E S, denote by R(s,, s) the segment 
T(M x Sn+l x &+2) - s 
s, - s 
and by R(s,) the segment lJ sEsR(s,, s). 
(*I 
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We have 
where ZI(‘,~,~)(S,): (sn, s;+~, ~,k+~)~,~=~,~ are thevertices of (s,) X Snfl X Sn+2. 
From (*> and (* *) we have R(s,, S) = [r’(s,, s), Y~(s,, s)], where we define 
+,, s) = min 
i 
qs,, $+I7 C+2) --s 
j,k=1,2 s, - s 
and 
r2(s,, s) = max 
qs,, $,I7 s,k+2> --s s~+2-s-(s~+1-s)2/(s,-s) 
j,k=l,2 s, - s s,k+2-2s;+1 +s, * 
Let 




where a = ~,k+~ and b =s;+~, 
af -(y -b)2 af (b -y)(ab - 2b2 - (2a - 3b)x + uy -xy) 
ax= (a-2b+y)(y-x)2’ G= (2b -a -y)*(y -x)” ’ 
Because of hypothesis (H), af/dx is defined and does not vanish on S X S, for n <N; thus, 
R(s,) = [r’(s,), r2(s,)], where we define 
I-l(s,) = $n{rl(s,, si)} and r2(s,) = L~~2{~2(sn, si)}. 
If we define 
- q2/( s, - si) (s,k+2 - ‘iii Fki,, + s , i, j, k = 1, 2, 
n 
then we have 
Ye = i jFEnI 2(~(i’j,k)(~,)} and 
>1 , 
r2(s,) = i jrnt; 2(r(i~i,k)(s,)}. 
>, , 
We can write r(i,j,k)(sJ and 6~k~j,‘)(s,) as follows: 
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where 
s,k+z -4.1 
ij;k,j;)(sn) = sj 
n+l -s, * 
From (A) and (B) it follows that 
r(i’j’k)(sn) =P?‘i”‘(sn) 
;kiiiO _ &,‘; )( sn) 
p~,i,.)(Qp)p;kiiij) _ 2pyi;)(sn) + 1 ’ 
n I 
Let us now give the condition for having R(s,) C] - 1, l[. It is easy to see, with the condition 
from Proposition 2.7 (i.e., the condition for linearity), that r’(s,) < 1, and we have 
yl(s,) > _ 1 e ,.(iJ,k) (sn) > -1, for i, j, k = 1, 2, 
Remark 3.3. (a) With the condition 0 CC Sn+* - 2S,+, + S,, pl;“i”‘(sn)pLkt;” - 2p’,,“‘(s,) + 1 > 0 
for i, j, k = 1, 2 is verified iff A*s,(s,, -s> > 0 for any s,,,* E Snf2, s,+i E Sri+++ and any s E S 
where A*s, = s,+* - 2s,+i + s,. 
(b) If 3s, E S,, 3 i, j, k E {1, 2} such that pjc’.“‘)(~,)p~~$) - 2pF’;‘(s,) + 1 < 0, then r(i,i,k)(~,) 
> 1. 
It is easy to see that 0 E R(s,_,) for all s~_~ E S,_ 1, where N is the stationary index. 
Theorem 3.4. Let (S,) be an interval sequence which converges linearly to the segment S and let N 
be its stationary index. 
The Aitken-A* algorithm accelerates the convergence of the interval sequence (S,) iff 3M such 
that VM < n < N, V/s, E S,, 
&)sI’?‘.“( sn) [ &L&9 (SJ - p’,k;‘;“] < ( pII’ysn> - l)*. 
3.2. Numerical examples 
For the following examples we construct the sequence of intervals (S,) by giving a real 
sequence (s,) converging to s and a precision E > 0. S, = [s:, $1 is computed as follows: 
S,=[S,-~~lS,l,S,+~EIs~I]. 
The sequence S, converges to S = [s - & I s 1, s + +E 1 s I]. For simplification we take 
R, = R(s,!J u R(s,) U R(si) which approximates well the theoretical value of R, = U, ,s”R<x>. 
Example 3.5 (see Table 1). s, = 1 + O.l(s,_, - l)* + 0.9(s,_, - 1). For E = lop9 we have 
N = 117 and (S,) converges linearly to S. This example shows that the Aitken-A* transforma- 
tion accelerates the convergence of the interval sequence (S,). We remark that 0 E R,, c RI16; 
the quality of acceleration is better for n = 60 than for n = 116. 


















































Example 3.6 (see Table 2). s, = 1 + O.l(s,_, - l)* + 0.4(s,_, - 1). If E = 10-9, we have N = 15 
and (S,) converges linearly to S. In this example, the Aitken-A* transformation accelerates the 
convergence of the interval sequence (S,). The acceleration property is not checked at IZ = 7 
(0 E R7). 
Example 3.7 (see Table 3). s, = s,_i - 0.005s,_,. If E = 4 . 10P3, then we have N = 52, (S,) 
does not converge linearly to S. In this example the Aitken-A2 transformation does not 
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Interval a b 
s, 0.998 000 000 000 000 0.100 0.1002000000000000~10+’ 
7,; o.4977493734315904.10° 0.1008419093940830~10+’ 
E1 0.9910279441117770~10° 0.9989879759519040~10° 
D, 0.1090128197997880~10° 0.8831905693069680.10+1 
R1 0.4987468671659222.10’ 0.1006406281378070~10+’ 
S 25 0.8906177356789180~10° 0.8941873458419600~10° 
T 
Z 
0.4443131594961630~10° 0.898732583253 1250.10’ 
0.991563 783 754 097 1.10’ 0.9995281195098100~10° 
D25 0.5311372665197771.10’ 0.1782742625358824.10+2 





Es, 0.9920275272809130~10° 0.999 995 587 869 2713.10’ 
D,, -0.2896781574357300.10~2 0.1803330536658970.10+4 
R,, 0.4989988969652130.10° 0.1004065642912074~10+’ 
4. The case N= +w 
1n this case the sequence (S,) E S(R) converges to a degenerate interval S = s* E R. SuPPose 
that S, = [s:, $1; then, lim,,,sA = lim,,,$ =s*. 
Hypothesis 4.1. Hypothesis (HI becomes 
(H):vrn~N, S,nS=@ and S,nS,+,=@. 
Remark 4.2. For any real sequence (snjn E N such that Vn E N, s, E S, we have lim, +,s,, = s*. 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that 3M such that ‘dn > M, E, C [ - 1, I[; then for n 2 M, 
0, c [-1, l[, iff p$$-p)- 2&k) + 1 > 0, for i, j, k = 1,2, 
where 
Definition 4.4. Let (S,) be any interval sequence which converges to S = s” and satisfies 
hypothesis (H). Then we say that this sequence (S,) converges linearly if Slim( E,) and Slim(D,) 
are in ] - 1, + l[. 
Remark 4.5. From Proposition 4.3 we can show that (S,) converges linearly iff Slim(E,) cl- 1, 
l[ and 3M such that Vn > M, Vn(iTi,k) = p’,‘$‘,pjC’,k) - 2pFk) + 1 and its cluster points are strictly 
positive for i, j, k = 1, 2. 
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Lemma 4.6. Let T: [wp+’ -+ Iw be any continuous function. We suppose that T(s*, s*,...,s*) 
existsand VnEN, S,XS,+,X **. XSn+P c D, (domain of T); then for all the vector sequences 
(TP”)?& defined by 
Tp”=(sOn,Sln,“‘,San)ESnXSn+lX ... XSn+p? 
T(T~~) converges to T(T:) = T(s*, s*,.. ., s*). 
Proposition 4.7. Let T be any continuous transformation of interval sequences, T : S, X S,, 1 
X *** XSntp c R p + ’ + R. We consider (T, > which is the transformed interval sequence of (S,) 
by T: 
T, = T(S, x S,,, x . . . x S,,,). 
Then (T,) converges and its limit is T = t” = T(s*, s*, . . . , s*). 
Proof. We will give a proof for p = 1. Let T, = [t:, t,‘] with t: = T(a,, P,>, t,f = T(y,, 6,) where 
a,,, Pn ES, and YnT 6, E Sn+l, 
1 all -s*i < ~a,-s~l+Is~-s*I < 1s,2-s~I+Is~-s”I 
< Isi- s* I + I s* - s; I + l s; - s* I. 
Let E > 0, EM such that Vn > M(E), ( si - s* I < +E, for i = 1, 2; then we have I a, -s* I < E, 
so lim, _co~n = s*. Similarly, 
limp, =s*, lim y, =s*, lim 6, = s” ; 
n-m n-m n+m 
with Lemma 4.6, lim n-tmtA = t* = T(s*, s*) for i = 1, 2, which ends the proof. 0 
Definition 4.8 (regularity). We say that the transformation T of the interval sequence (S,) 
which converges to S = s” is regular if (T,) converges and its limits is T = s”. 
Definition 4.9 (acceleration). The transformation T accelerates the convergence of the interval 
sequence (S,) if 0 E Slim(R,) C] - 1, + l[ where 
R,= r,= 
i 
T(s,, s,+1,...,s,+J --* 
s, - s* 
) S,+iES,+i, i=O,...,p 
Remark 4.10. It is easy to see that the definitions of acceleration when N is finite or infinite 
are equivalent if we use the notion of a finite theoretical segment limit. 
4.1. The Aitken-A2 transformation 
Property 4.11. The Aitken-A2 transformation is regular for interval sequences which converge 
linearly. 
Proof. It is easy to proof that if (t,> is a real sequence such that Vn E N, t, E T,, then 
lim n_mt, =s*, thus lim,,,T, =s*. 0 
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Lemma 4.12. Let (F,) be a sequence of intervals such that 31; E S(R) and 3M E N, V’n 2 M, 
F,, c F. Let (eJnEN be real sequences defined by ‘dn E N, e, E F,; then 3(e,(,,), a subsequence of 
(e,), such that lim, ,,e9Cnj = e E F. 
The proof of this result is given in [3]. 
Lemma 4.13. Let (P,) and (Q,) be two interval sequences such that Vn E N, P,, C Q,; then 
Slim( P,) c Slim(Q,>. 
Proof. 
slim(Q,) = ; 
n=l 
where 
i Qp= n -S(R), 6 Q&B . 
p=l i p=n 
If B ES(R) is such that for any n E N, U TznQ, GB, then we have also U;=,P, c B. Thus 
V “,_P, c V ;_Q, and Slim(P,> c Slim(Q,). q 
Theorem 4.14. Let (S,) be an interval sequence which converges linearly to s* E R. The Aitken-A2 
algorithm accelerates the convergence of the interval sequence (S,) if 3M such that Vn > M, 
Ws,) E (S,), 







6 0.9960380896895040~10° 0.1013706244190672~10+1 
E1 0.1096165354330720~10° 0.3298452054794533.10° 
D, 0.8094558128005640~10-' 0.4357811198416050~10° 
R, -0.1877567697352404.10° 0.4232806363004883.10-' 





D,o 0.8571428170739900~10-' 0.4666666461346460.10° 





E,, 0.1157894740681200~10° 0.3454545569083591.10° 
D11 0.8571429278526254.10-' 0.4666667115804650~10° 
R,, o.oooooooooooooooo~lo" o.ooooooOOoooooooo~lo" 
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and its cluster points are strictly negative for i, j = 1, 2, where 
Proof. It can be shown from the linear convergence of the sequence (S,) and from condition 
(*) that 3M such that Vn 2 M, R, C] - 1, + l[; so Slim(R,) c [ - 1, + 11. We have to prove 
now that { -1, + l} G Slim(R,). If - 1 E Slim(R,), then 3(s,) E (S,) such that - 1 E 
Slim(R(s,)). It is obvious that with the condition Vn > M, R(s,) c] - 1, + l[, we have 
lim _,,r’(s,) = - 1, which implies that 3i, j = 1, 2 such that lim,,,r(‘,‘,j)(s,) = - 1. This is 
impossible because in ( * ) lim, _+m W(i,i)(s,) < 0 and with linearity 1 6G Slim(R,). Thus Slim(R,) 
c] - 1, + l[. By linearity and Lemma 4.12 (for simplicity we take I/J(~) = n), 3p,, Vn, pn E E, 
such that lim n _,pn = p E] - 1, l[; (p @ { - 1, + 1) because of the condition Slim(&) C] - 1, l[). 
The sequence (s,) corresponding to (pnjnEN converges linearly, so the Aitken-A2 algorithm 
accelerates the convergence of this sequence (i.e., lim,,,r, = 0). Let F, = (r,}. We have 
Vn E N, F, CR,. Thus from Lemma 4.13, Slim(F,) = -lim(F,) = {O) G Slim(R,), so 0 E 
Slim( R,). 0 
This case generalizes the definition of convergence acceleration of [l]. 
4.2. Numerical examples 
For the following examples we also construct the sequence of intervals (S,) by giving a real 









S 100 0.3249768675051140.10-43 
TiOO -0.1561703503876283.10-43 
J%o 0.2853016072966660~10° 
D 100 0.2098316235087752~10° 
R 100 -0.4805583596966530.10° 
S 190 0.2662864554842041~10-82 
T 190 -0.1279661822569250~10-82 
E 190 0.2853016072966660~10° 
D 190 0.2098316235087753~10° 
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Interval a b 
Sl 0.9983333333333334.10’ 
T1 0.497920 476 435 309 3.10’ 
E1 0.9916971297836940.10° 
D1 0.2003699871268230~10° 
R1 0.498 739 309 781532 1.10’ 
S 25 0.891075236935 8462.10’ 
T 25 0.4445448489273010.10° 
E2s 0.9925875803655480.10° 
D25 0.2003330432969760~10° 
R25 0.498875977069 1540.10’ 
S 50 0.8014287960780274~10° 
















The sequence S, converges to S = s*. For simplification we take I?, = R( si> U R( s,J u R( si), 
which approximates well the theoretical value of R, = U, E s, R( x). 
Example 4.15 (see Table 4). Let s, = 1 + O.l(s,_, - 1j2 + 0.2(s,_, - 1) and E = $; then (S,) 
converges linearly to S = s* = 1. This example shows that the Aitken-A2 transformation 
accelerates the convergence of the interval sequence (S,), Vn > 11, R, = (0). 
Example 4.16 (see Table 5). For s, 
example shows that the Aitken-A2 
sequence (S,). 
Example 4.17 (see Table 6). Let 
=e -n and E = i, (S,) converges linearly to S = s* = 0. This 
transformation accelerates the convergence of the interval 
s, = s,-1 - 0.00.5s~_, and E = +; then (S,), E N does not ^ 
converge linearly to S = s* = 0. This example shows that the Aitken-A” transformation does not 
accelerate the convergence of the interval sequence (S,), Vn E N, 1 E R,. 
5. Conclusion 
We hope that it will be possible to define the logarithmic convergence of interval sequences 
and generalize other well-known acceleration processes. 
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